Background and Objectives Cebranopadol is a novel firstin-class analgesic acting as a nociceptin/orphanin FQ peptide and opioid peptide receptor agonist with central analgesic activity. It is currently in clinical development for the treatment of chronic pain conditions. This trial focuses on the clinical pharmacokinetic (PK) properties of cebranopadol after oral single-and multiple-dose administration. Methods The basic PK properties of cebranopadol were assessed by means of noncompartmental methods in six phase I clinical trials in healthy subjects and patients. A population PK analysis included two further phase I and six phase II clinical trials.
Results After oral administration of the immediate-release (IR) formulation, cebranopadol is characterized by a late time to reach maximum plasma concentration [C max ] (4-6 h), a long half-value duration [HVD] (14-15 h), and a terminal phase half-life in the range of 62-96 h. After multiple once-daily dosing in patients, an operational halflife (the dosing interval resulting in an accumulation factor [AF] of 2) of 24 h was found to be the relevant factor to describe the multiple-dose PKs of cebranopadol. The time to reach steady state was approximately 2 weeks, the AF was approximately 2, and peak-trough fluctuation (PTF) was low (70-80%). Dose proportionality at steady state was shown for a broad dose range of cebranopadol 200-1600 lg. A two-compartment disposition model with two lagged transition compartments and a first-order elimination process best describes cebranopadol data in healthy subjects and patients after single-and multipledose administration. Conclusions Cebranopadol formulated as an IR product can be used as a once-daily formulation; it reaches C max after only 4-6 h, and has a long HVD and a low PTF. Therefore, from a PK perspective, cebranopadol is an attractive treatment option for patients with chronic pain.
Introduction
Opioids represent effective analgesics with a broad spectrum and are used in acute and chronic pain conditions [1] . In clinical practice, extended-release (ER) opioids are used more often for the treatment of moderate-to-severe chronic pain in noncancer patients [2] . Despite the clinical benefits of these strong analgesics that act via l-opioid peptide (MOP) receptor agonism, concerns have been expressed about the safety of long-term opioid administration. Problems associated with long-term opioid treatment include adverse effects, development of tolerance to the analgesic effect, addiction, and drug diversion [3] .
The nociceptin/orphanin FQ peptide (NOP) receptor has been classified as a subcategory of the opioid receptor family with very low affinity for classical opioid receptor ligands [4] . In nonhuman primate pain models of acute and inflammatory pain, selective NOP receptor agonists showed potent and efficacious analgesia without typical opioid-related side effects [5] . Thus, selective NOP, as well as bifunctional NOP/MOP, receptor agonists may hold potential for clinical use as analgesics [5] .
Cebranopadol is a novel, potent, first-in-class analgesic acting as a NOP and opioid peptide receptor agonist with central analgesic activity. It binds with high affinity (subnanomolar to nanomolar range) to NOP and opioid receptors. Human receptor binding affinities are high and similar for NOP and MOP receptors, lower for j-opioid receptors (partial agonist), and even lower for d-opioid receptors [6] . The NOP and opioid receptor agonism may potentially render cebranopadol a potent analgesic with an improved safety profile and a low abuse potential.
Cebranopadol is currently in clinical development for the treatment of various chronic pain conditions and is formulated as an immediate-release (IR) product for oral use. During clinical development, the basic pharmacokinetic (PK) properties of cebranopadol after oral single-and multiple-dose administration were investigated by means of noncompartmental methods in clinical trials in healthy subjects and patients with chronic pain conditions, and by population PK analysis.
This trial focuses on the description of the basic PK properties obtained from five phase I clinical trials in healthy subjects and one phase Ib clinical trial in patients with chronic low back pain (cLBP). A population PK analysis included two additional phase I clinical trials in healthy subjects and six phase II clinical trials in patients. All clinical trials were conducted in accordance with Good Clinical Practice (GCP), local laws, the ethical principles that have their origin in the Declaration of Helsinki, and with the approval of the appropriate local Ethics Committees. Informed consent was obtained from all individual subjects included in the trials.
Methods

Trial Population
An overview of the selected trials, including the trial population, used for assessment of the basic PK properties is shown in Table 1 .
Pharmacokinetic (PK) and Analytical Methods
Blood samples for subsequent bioanalysis in trials 1-6 were collected using either K2-EDTA or lithium heparin as the anticoagulant. These samples were collected predose and at defined time points after administration of the trial medication postdose (see Table 3 for sampling times). Plasma samples from trials 1-6 were analysed in two different laboratories (Grünenthal GmbH, Aachen, Germany, and Keystone Bioanalytical Inc., North Wales, PA, USA) using fully validated assays. After liquid/liquid extraction of the samples, cebranopadol was quantified using reverse- cLBP without a neuropathic component that has been present, by history, for C3 months, and a pain DETECT score of B12.
A pain intensity score of C4 on the 11-point NRS at screening, and a 3-day mean daily average pain intensity score of C4 on the 11-point NRS collected during the 3 consecutive days of the baseline period without the use of rescue medication
Multiple Cebranopadol was administered as film-coated tablets in the three cohorts phase liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry methods, with D 5 -cebranopadol as the internal standard. The 14 C-radiolabelled cebranopadol in plasma samples from trial 2 was determined by accelerator mass spectrometry. Assays were conducted at Vitalea Science, Davis, CA, USA.
Noncompartmental PK evaluation was performed using the Grünenthal software package MODUNA (for the single-dose trials) or WinNonlin (for the multiple-dose trials). The PK parameters thus derived included:
• Maximum plasma concentration (C max after single dose or C max,ss at steady state);
• Time to C max (t max );
• Area under the plasma concentration-time curve (AUC) from time zero to the last time with a quantifiable concentration (AUC t ), AUC from time zero to 72 h postdose (AUC 72 ), AUC for one 24-h dosing interval at steady state (AUC s,ss ); • Half-life associated with the terminal phase (t ,z );
• Total plasma clearance (CL), apparent oral CL (CL/f); • Apparent volume of distribution during the terminal phase (V z ), or V z after oral administration (V z /f); • Absolute bioavailability (f); • Mean residence time (MRT) calculated as the area under the first moment curve/AUC (area to infinite time); • Half-value duration (HVD) defined as the time interval during which cebranopadol plasma concentrations were above 50% of C max ; • Peak-trough fluctuation (PTF) calculated as C max,ss -C min,ss /C av,ss (where C min,ss is the minimum plasma concentration during a dosing interval and C av,ss is the average steady-state plasma concentration within a dosing interval)
Trial Designs
Owing to the focus of this trial, the trials are not necessarily presented in chronological order of the trial conduct. A phase I, nonrandomized, single-centre, open-label, noncontrolled trial was performed in 12 healthy subjects to determine the excretion balance, metabolite profile, and absolute oral bioavailability of cebranopadol. A parallel design with two groups was adopted: Group 1 (six subjects) received a single oral dose of cebranopadol 400 lg plus 14 C-radiolabelled cebranopadol 1 lg, and Group 2 (six subjects) received a single oral dose of cebranopadol 400 lg plus an intravenous dose of 14 C-radiolabelled cebranopadol 1 lg. In both groups, cebranopadol was administered in the fasted state. PK parameters reported here include f, CL and V z after intravenous administration. Descriptive statistics for plasma concentration data considered only subjects who received the intended dose of cebranopadol and provided evaluable PK parameters. [7] . Single-dose profiles were evaluated with a two-compartmental model using WinNonlin, while steady-state data after different dosing intervals were derived from the resulting parameters using the simulation mode of WinNonlin. The predicted concentration profiles were analysed with noncompartmental methods. All subjects who had evaluable PKs in all three periods were included in the statistical analysis of the main PK parameters.
A Multiple-Dose Escalation Trial in Patients with Chronic Low Back Pain (Trial 4)
A single-centre, randomized, in-patient, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multiple-cohort (sequential), dose-escalation trial was performed in patients with cLBP to assess the safety, tolerability, and PKs of multiple escalating oral doses of cebranopadol, and to identify the maximum tolerated dose. Details regarding the cebranopadol dosage regimen are shown in Table 1 . The PK parameters obtained after multiple dosing, such as C max,ss , C av , C min,ss , AUC s,ss , t max , t ,op , AF and PTF are reported. Descriptive statistics were provided for all PK parameters by dose level in each cohort for all patients with evaluable PK parameters. Dose proportionality of the PK parameters C max,ss , C min,ss and AUC s,ss (s = 24 h) of cebranopadol was tested using linear regression analysis. Time to reach steady state was evaluated by calculation of geometric mean ratios with 90% confidence intervals (CIs) of adjacent trough plasma concentrations. Steady state was reached when the ratio of the geometric mean predose plasma drug concentration on day X and the geometric mean predose plasma drug concentration on day X -1 fell within the limits of 80-125%.
A Multiple-Dose Escalation Trial in Healthy Subjects (Trial 5)
A single-centre, randomized (stratified by sex), doubleblind, placebo-and positive-controlled, parallel-group, multiple-dose trial to assess the effects of multiple therapeutic (600 lg/day) and supratherapeutic (1600 lg/day) doses of cebranopadol on cardiac repolarization was performed in healthy subjects. All treatments were applied once daily. The trial included four treatment groups, of which two (Groups 1 and 2) are reported here. Sixty-four subjects in Group 1 received cebranopadol 1600 lg/day from days 16 to 29 (with dose-escalation steps from days 1 to 15) (see Table 1 ). Fifty-three subjects in Group 2 received cebranopadol 600 lg/day from days 16 to 29 (with dose-escalation steps from days 10 to 15) [see Table 1 ]. PK parameters reported here are C max,ss , t max , AUC s,ss (s = 24 h) and PTF. Descriptive statistics were provided by dose for all PK parameters for subjects with evaluable C max,ss and AUC s,ss .
First-in-Man Dose-Escalation Trial with Exploration of the Effect of Food and Sex on the PKs of Cebranopadol in Healthy Subjects (Trial 6)
A single-centre, dose-escalation trial following a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled design was performed in healthy male subjects to evaluate the safety, tolerability, PKs, and pharmacodynamics of cebranopadol. Single oral doses of cebranopadol (dose steps of 0.8 lg up to 800 lg) or placebo were administered in the fasted state to 21 healthy subjects (in two parallel cohorts, Groups 1 and 2). Administration to individual subjects was separated by at least 2 weeks of washout. In addition, following the dose escalation, eight subjects (Group 4; a total of six subjects in Groups 1 and 2 were enrolled in this group) received a single oral dose of cebranopadol 600 lg or placebo to better characterize the dose response curve and to increase the robustness and predictability of the obtained PK data of cebranopadol. Following dose escalation, nine healthy female subjects (Group 3) received a single oral dose of cebranopadol 400 lg or placebo in the fasted and fed (continental breakfast) states to explore the influence of food on the PKs of cebranopadol.
The influence of food on the main PK parameters was investigated by means of analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the log (ln)-transformed PK parameters of female subjects, and included fed/fasted status as the fixed effect and subject as the random effect. Parametric point estimates and 90% CIs were calculated for the ratios between the treatment periods using least square means. Subjects for whom all planned treatment periods were available and the PK parameters were evaluable were included in the analysis.
To evaluate the effect of sex on the PKs of cebranopadol, the concentration profile characteristics of cebranopadol in female and male subjects after single oral administration of cebranopadol 400 lg in the fasted state were compared. An ANOVA was also conducted, including sex as the fixed effect in the model.
Population PK Analysis
A population PK analysis of cebranopadol using data from phase I and II trials (Tables 1, 2) was performed to develop and validate a population PK model able to comprehensively describe the PKs of cebranopadol in both healthy subjects and patients, and to identify the potential relationships between PK parameters and covariates.
Blood samples for quantification of cebranopadol in plasma were collected, as indicated in Table 3 , and were used for the PK modelling.
Development of the Structural and Statistical PK Models
The log (ln)-transformed cebranopadol concentrations were treated as dependent variables in this investigation. Linear and nonlinear PK models (e.g. Michaelis-Menten kinetics) were tested, and multiple compartmental distribution models were examined. Model-building criteria included the objective function value (OFV), the standard error of estimates of the parameters and standard goodness-of-fit plots. All parameters were assumed to be log-normally distributed, as shown in Eq. (1):
where P i is the estimated parameter value for individual i, P is the typical population value (geometric mean) of the parameter, and g Pi is the individual-specific interindividual random effects for individual i and parameter P. The g Pi is assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of zero and variance of x 2 . A covariance matrix is defined by the interindividual covariance matrix X.
The residual error model was described by an additive error model, as shown in Eq. (2):
where C ij is the log (ln)-transformed jth measured observation in individual i,Ĉ ij is the log (ln)-transformed jth model-predicted value in individual i, and e aij is the additive residual random error for individual i and measurement j and is assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of zero and variance of r Table 1 Patients with moderate to severe pain due to OA of the knee, 95 (29/66) Male or female subjects aged 40-75 years with a diagnosis of OA of the knee based on American College of Rheumatology criteria and functional capacity class of I-III, as well as pain present for at least 3 months; subjects had to be receiving stable analgesic medications for their condition, with regular intake for at least 3 months prior to the enrolment visit, and had to be dissatisfied with their current analgesic treatment in terms of efficacy and/or tolerability; a daily average pain intensity score C4 on the 11-point NRS during the last 3 days prior to the baseline visit without intake of rescue medication or opioids up to an equivalent dose of 160 mg oral morphine/day) for the treatment of pain due to DPN for at least 1 month, and had to be dissatisfied with the current treatment (in terms of efficacy and/or tolerability); medication for the treatment of pain due to DPN should had been required on at least 4 of 7 consecutive days; a baseline pain intensity score C5 on the 11-point NRS without intake of any analgesic (including rescue medication) at baseline visit. For each of the last 3 days prior to baseline visit, a 24-h NRS score C4 was required Multiple oral doses of cebranopadol 100, 300 or 600 lg, Alternative error models such as proportional and combined error models were also tested during model development.
Covariates describing known physiologic effects on PK parameters were evaluated during the analysis. For example, if a parameter such as CL was correlated with body weight (continuous covariate) according to a power function, this relationship was included in the model, as described in Eq. (3):
where the typical value of a model parameter (TVP) is described as a function of individual body weight (WT i ), normalized by a reference weight (WT ref ), i.e. 82 kg, h TVP is an estimated parameter describing the typical PK parameter value for an individual with weight equal to the reference weight, and h exp is the exponent of the function For categorical covariates, e.g. patient population, a linear correlation was introduced, as described in Eq. (4):
where h TVP is an estimated parameter describing the typical PK parameter value for a reference patient population, which is the most common category for the covariate, and h LIN is the linear coefficient between a different population and the reference population, which is the most common category for the covariate.
Continuous and categorical covariates were tested during the analysis. Covariate selection was performed by means of a forward inclusion and backward elimination procedure. Relevant demographic covariates were entered one by one into the population model (univariate analysis). After all significant covariates had been entered into the model (forward inclusion), each covariate was removed (backward elimination) one at a time. The model was run again and the objective function recorded. The likelihood ratio test was used to assess whether the difference in the objective function between the base model and the full (more complex) model was significant. The difference in -2log of the likelihood between the base and the full model is approximately Chi-square distributed, with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the number of parameters between the two hierarchical models. Owing to the exploratory nature of this investigation, for univariate analyses an additional parameter leading to a decrease in the objective function of 6.64 was considered significant (p \ 0.01). During the final steps of the model building, only the covariates that resulted in a difference of objective function of 7.88 (p \ 0.005) were kept in the final model. The forward inclusion and backward elimination steps were implemented using the Stepwise Covariate Model building tool of Pearl-speaks-NONMEM v3.6.2.
The following assumptions were applied:
• All concentrations below the lower limit of quantification (BLQ) were excluded from the analysis.
• Missing values (\1%) for continuous covariates were replaced by the median value.
• Derived covariate creatinine CL (CrCl) was calculated from the observed data according to the CockcroftGault formula [8] .
The final model was validated by means of a visual predictive check and bootstrap. Nonlinear mixed-effects modelling was performed in NONMEM version 7.2.
The individual impact of a selected number of significant covariates on cebranopadol exposure was investigated by simulations. Each simulation was performed by changing one covariate (tested value) at a time, while keeping the other covariates as the reference values.
The covariate values to be tested were selected based on clinical and safety considerations. For each simulation, PK profiles from 1000 subjects were simulated based on a titration scheme of 100 lg for 6 days, 200 lg for 6 days and 400 lg for 6 days to reach the cebranopadol target dose of 600 lg. Median values of maximum concentration at steady state (C max,ss ) and area under the curve at steady state (AUC ss ) were calculated. The time to reach steady state was calculated as the time point when the AUC reaches 98% of the AUC at absolute steady state, e.g. maximum AUC value during a duration of 50 days.
Results
Trial Participants
Demographics and baseline characteristics of subjects in the six clinical trials (trials 1-6, Table 1 ) are summarized in Table 12 .
PK Characteristics of Cebranopadol Evaluated in Six Clinical Trials
Selected results from the six phase I trials described in Sect. 2.3 are presented here to fully characterize the basic PK properties of cebranopadol. Owing to the PK focus of this trial, not all aspects of each trial (e.g. safety and tolerability) are discussed in the following sections.
PKs of Cebranopadol After Single Oral Dose Administration in Healthy Subjects (Trial 1)
The key PK characteristics of cebranopadol after single oral dosing were determined in the relative bioavailability trial comparing the 4 9 50 lg and 1 9 400 lg film-coated tablets with the oral solution ( Table 1) . Arithmetic mean plasma cebranopadol concentrations versus time following the first 72 h (the same time period as for the main PK parameter AUC 72 ) after administration of the treatments are shown in Fig. 1 . Descriptive statistics of the main PK parameters of cebranopadol, by treatment, are summarized in Table 4 . In healthy subjects, the mean t ,z ranged from 61.7 to 95.3 h, and the HVD was estimated to be 14.0-15.3 h.
In this trial, the observed interindividual variability of both C max and AUC 72 was moderate, with coefficients of variation between 38.3 and 43.9%, and 40.0 and 48.9%, respectively.
Absolute Bioavailability and PKs of Oral Cebranopadol Compared with an Intravenous Dose of Cebranopadol (Trial 2)
Following intravenous administration of 14 C-cebranopadol to healthy subjects in the mass balance trial (Table 1) The mean oral bioavailability (fasted state) of cebranopadol was approximately 40%, indicating a substantial first-pass metabolism. Comparison of the early exposure (AUC 24 ) with total radioactivity following oral and intravenous administrations in the pooled samples suggested that absorption of cebranopadol was complete (data on file).
Prediction of Steady-State Concentrations Using
Single-Dose PK Data of a Relative Bioavailability Trial (Trial 3)
The single-dose PK data of the relative bioavailability trial comparing the cebranopadol liquid-filled capsules with the cebranopadol oral solution were also used to predict steady-state concentrations, time to reach steady state, and the AF. Steady-state concentrations were predicted to be reached within approximately 14 days (variation between 13 and 15 days) with an AF of approximately 2, corresponding to a t ,op of approximately 24 h (Table 5 ).
PKs of Cebranopadol After Multiple-Dose Administration in Patients with Chronic Low Back Pain (Trial 4)
Following once-daily administration of cebranopadol up to 1600 lg/day between 29 and 40 days to patients with cLBP (Table 1) , the plasma concentrations of cebranopadol peaked between approximately 5 and 6.5 h (median data) postdose across all doses investigated (Tables 6,  7) . Accumulation of cebranopadol following 14 days of daily 200 or 400 lg doses was approximately twice that of a single dose, consistent with a t ,op of 24 h and in agreement with the value predicted in healthy subjects (see Sect. 3.2.3). Steady-state cebranopadol plasma concentrations were reached in most patients following 13 days of daily dosing. The 200 lg dose treatment (cebranopadol 4 9 50 lg) is plotted using the right y-axis, and whiskers on the linear scale show the arithmetic mean ± SEM. Cebranopadol 4 9 50 lg = cebranopadol 4 9 50 lg film-coated tablets; cebranopadol 400 lg = cebranopadol 400 lg film-coated tablet; cebranopadol 400 lg/mL = oral solution. SEM standard error of the mean Data are expressed as arithmetic mean ± standard deviation, except for t max , which is expressed as median (range) Dependent on the PK parameter, 19, 21 or 22 subjects were included in the analysis AUC area under the plasma concentration-time curve, AUC t AUC from time zero to the last time with a quantifiable concentration, AUC 72 AUC from time zero to 72 h postdose, CL/f apparent oral clearance, C max maximum plasma concentration, HVD half-value duration, MRT mean residence time, PK pharmacokinetic, t ,z half-life associated with the terminal phase, t max time to C max , V z /f apparent volume of distribution during the terminal phase after oral administration AF accumulation factor, C max,ss maximum plasma concentration at steady state, N total number of subjects, n number of observations, t ,op operational half-life, t 97%,ss time to reach 97% of C max,ss in case of daily dosing: t of first sample with C(t) [ 0.97 9 C max,day 28 Data are expressed as mean (standard deviation) unless otherwise specified a Median (minimum-maximum) also listed AUC s area under the plasma concentration-time curve for one 24 h dosing interval, C av average steady-state plasma drug concentration, C max maximum plasma concentration, C min,ss minimum plasma concentration during a dosing interval at steady state, n number of subjects, SD single dose, SS steady state, t max time to C max At steady state (day 14), mean PTF of cebranopadol concentrations was 110% and 86.1% for cebranopadol 200 and 400 lg, respectively. On days 36, 40 and 29, the mean fluctuation of cebranopadol concentrations was 101% for cebranopadol 800 lg, 94.3% for cebranopadol 1200 lg and 73.7% for cebranopadol 1600 lg, respectively (data on file).
Furthermore, in this patient trial, dose proportionality of C max , C min and AUC s at steady state was demonstrated for the entire dose range (200-1600 lg/day) by linear regression analysis (data on file).
PKs of Cebranopadol After Multiple-Dose Administration in Healthy Subjects (Trial 5)
The PK properties of cebranopadol after multiple oral dosing were determined in healthy subjects as part of the multiple-dose escalation trial. In healthy subjects, plasma concentrations after multiple oral dosing of cebranopadol peaked at 6 h postdose (median t max ) for both dose groups ( Table 8 ). The PTF of cebranopadol concentration was approximately 77% for both dose groups (data on file).
Exploration of Food and Sex Effect on the PKs of Cebranopadol in Healthy Subjects (Trial 6)
As part of the first-in-man trial (Table 1) , an exploration into the effect of food on the PKs of cebranopadol in six evaluable female subjects showed that mean t max was not influenced by food intake, whereas mean C max and mean AUC t were approximately 30% higher following food intake compared with the fasted state ( Table 9 ). The ANOVA estimates are shown in Table 10 . After cebranopadol doses of 100-800 lg in male subjects, plasma concentrations of cebranopadol peaked between 4 and 6 h postdose (median t max ) in the doseescalation part [9] . Mean C max was reached at 6 h after dosing in both sexes (Table 9 ). Female subjects showed Data are expressed as arithmetic mean ± standard deviation, except for t max , which is expressed as median (range)
AUC s,ss area under the plasma concentration-time curve for one 24 h dosing interval at steady state, C max,ss maximum plasma concentration at steady state, N total number of subjects, PK pharmacokinetic, t max time to C max Table 9 Concentration profile characteristics of cebranopadol in male and female subjects following a single oral dose of 400 lg (trial 6) PK parameter Male subjects (fasted) (n = 5) Female subjects (fasted) (n = 6) Female subjects (fed) (n = 6) AUC t (ng h/mL) 2.31 ± 1.35 1.48 ± 0.679 2.03 ± 0.927 C max (ng/mL) 0.138 ± 0.0685 0.112 ± 0.0464 0.144 ± 0.0634
.00 (4.00-10.00) 6.00 (4.00-6.00) 6.00 (4.00-8.00)
Data are expressed as arithmetic mean ± standard deviation or median (range) AUC t area under the plasma concentration-time curve from time zero to the last time with a quantifiable concentration, C max maximum plasma concentration, n number of subjects, PK pharmacokinetic, t max time to C max ANOVA analysis of variance, AUC t area under the plasma concentration-time curve from time zero to the last time with a quantifiable concentration, C max maximum plasma concentration, CI confidence interval, n number of subjects, PK pharmacokinetic lower C max , AUC and AUC t than male subjects after administration of cebranopadol 400 lg. An exploration into the influence of sex on the main PK parameters, conducted using ANOVA, did not indicate a relevant influence of sex on C max and AUC t . The ANOVA estimates for sex effects (with 95% CI) and the ANOVA estimate for the male/female ratios (with 90% CIs) are summarized in Table 11 . Table 12 provides information on the number of subjects used in this population PK analysis, along with their demographics. Subjects who received at least one dose of cebranopadol were included in the analysis. A total of 287 subjects were available from phase I trials, with an age range of 18-64 years (median age 33 years), while a total of 1006 subjects were available from phase II trials, with an age range of 18-79 years (median age 58 years). Data exploration showing dose-normalized cebranopadol concentrations following administration of escalating doses in healthy subjects did not indicate the presence of dose nonlinearity in cebranopadol PKs (Fig. 2) .
Population PK Analysis
A two-compartment disposition model with two lagged transition compartments and first-order elimination process was found to best describe the data and was selected as the base model. The following covariates were tested during model building:
• Cytochrome P450 (CYP) 2D6 phenotype, CYP2C9 phenotype, CrCl, alanine aminotransferase concentration, age, sex and disease status on CL; • Formulation and food intake on the absorption rate constant; Table 11 ANOVA of sex effects on PK parameters of cebranopadol following a single oral dose of 400 lg in male (n = 5) and female (n = 6) subjects (trial 6) ANOVA analysis of variance, AUC t area under the plasma concentration-time curve from time zero to the last time with a quantifiable concentration, CI confidence interval, C max maximum plasma concentration, n number of subjects, PK pharmacokinetic a Only subjects who received at least one dose of cebranopadol were included in the population pharmacokinetic analysis
• Formulation on the absorption rate constant of the transition compartment (k lag ); • Disease status and formulation on bioavailability;
• Age on the volume of distribution of the central compartment; • Weight on the volume of distribution of the peripheral compartment.
The following covariates were found to be significantly correlated with cebranopadol PK parameters:
• CrCl, alanine aminotransferase concentration, sex, and CYP2C9 phenotype (based on 38.3% of the subjects with known CYP2C9 phenotype) were correlated with apparent CL; • age was correlated with the volume of distribution of the central compartment; • body weight was correlated with the volume of distribution of the peripheral compartment; • formulation and disease status were correlated with bioavailability; • formulation was correlated with the absorption rate constant and k lag .
Food intake was not found to be statistically correlated with the absorption rate constant.
Parameter estimates for the final model are shown in Table 13 .
Visual predictive check, which was created for the final model after the first cebranopadol dose in healthy subjects, bunionectomy patients, osteoarthritis patients, low back pain patients and diabetic polyneuropathy patients (Fig. 3) , indicated an adequate predictive power of the model.
As shown in Table 14 , the impact of age and body weight on C max,ss and AUC ss was lower than 3% with respect to the values of the typical patient considered as reference, whereas the impact of lower CrCl values accounted for increases in C max,ss and AUC ss up to 30 and 34% in the investigated range, respectively. Females had 13% higher C max,ss and 17% higher AUC ss than males due to the fact that sex significantly correlated with clearance (Table 14) . As the histogram in Fig. 4 shows, a considerable overlap exists between the distributions of male and female clearances.
The simulations also indicated that low back pain/osteoarthritis and diabetic polyneuropathy patient Fig. 2 Dose-normalized cebranopadol concentrations versus time after the last dose, stratified by dose in healthy subjects. The smooth fitted line, produced using the locally weighted scatter plot smoothing method, is displayed in red, the blue circles display observed concentrations, and the numbers on the top of the panels indicate the cebranopadol doses (in lg)
populations can have up to 29.5% higher C max,ss and AUC ss values compared with healthy subjects (Table 14) .
Discussion
The concentration profile of cebranopadol after single oral dosing is characterized by a rather late t max (4-6 h), with a resultant gradual increase in concentration, and a long HVD (approximately 15 h). Furthermore, the PTF of cebranopadol concentrations was quite low and similar in both healthy subjects and patients with cLBP (77 and 74%, respectively). Late t max and long HVD of cebranopadol were confirmed in the population PK analysis by using two transition compartments to model cebranopadol absorption.
The PK characteristics of t max , HVD and PTF observed for cebranopadol administered once daily fit quite well into the generally observed range of values for marketed ER once-daily formulations of opioid analgesics and would support the suitability of cebranopadol for once-daily dosing in the treatment of chronic pain.
Compared with IR opioid formulations, ER opioid formulations are more appropriate to achieve optimal pain control for patients with chronic persistent pain requiring around-the-clock analgesia [2] . The quality of ER formulations can be partially evaluated by assessing the three The most common categories were female sex, tablet formulation, disease status of nociceptive pain (osteoarthritis and low back pain), and unknown CYP2C9 phenotype metabolizer status For bioavailability the reference value was set to 1
ALT alanine transferase, CI confidence interval, CrCl creatinine clearance, CYP cytochrome P450, DPN diabetic polyneuropathy, k lag absorption rate constant of the transition compartment, PK pharmacokinetic, RSE relative standard error cebranopadol PK parameters, t max , HVD and PTF, highlighted above. A maximized t max value induces a more gradual onset of effects and the HVD is a parameter describing the extent of controlled release. If the HVD is too short, this can induce end-of-dose failure. Fluctuation should be as low as possible in order to provide as stable plasma concentrations as possible over a dosing interval [10] . Several oral analgesics are commercially available as ER formulations with a recommended dosing interval of 24 h, e.g. hydromorphone, hydrocodone and morphine.
After administration of single doses of 8, 16 or 32 mg of a long-acting osmotic-release oral system (OROS) hydromorphone formulation, the C max of hydromorphone was achieved after a median of 12.0-16.5 h. Repeated administration of once-daily OROS hydromorphone in healthy subjects was associated with a low fluctuation of approximately 83% (±30). In patients with chronic pain conditions, the result for the fluctuation obtained in the 16 mg dose group was comparable with that observed for the 16 mg dose group in a multiple-dose trial in healthy subjects [11] .
Once-daily dosing of an ER hydrocodone formulation resulted in a mean fluctuation of hydrocodone of 61% at steady state, with a median t max in the range of 14-16 h [12] . In another published trial with hydrocodone ER tablets formulated with different levels of coating, median t max was reported in the range of 5.9-8.0 h [13] .
A mean fluctuation of 93.4% and a mean HVD of 18.8 h was reported for a once-daily morphine sulfate ER formulation (Avinza Ò ) in a multiple-dose PK trial in patients with chronic to moderate/severe pain [14] . In a single-dose PK trial in healthy subjects, Avinza Ò had a t max of 6.7 h [15] .
The above mentioned PK characteristics of cebranopadol were observed for a variety of different formulations (tablet, liquid-filled capsule and oral solution). This would also suggest that the potential for tampering of the Fig. 3 Visual predictive checks for the final model after the first cebranopadol dose in a healthy subjects, b bunionectomy patients, c osteoarthritis patients, d low back pain patients, and e diabetic polyneuropathy patients. The circles represent observed concentrations, the dotted red lines represent the 5th and 95th percentiles of the simulated data, and the solid blue line represents the median of the simulated data. The individual impact of a selected number of significant covariates on cebranopadol exposure was investigated by simulations. CONC. concentration cebranopadol tablet formulation is very limited, which may result in a product with low oral abuse potential.
The apparent ER-like profile observed for cebranopadol from an IR formulation is considered to result from the physicochemical properties of cebranopadol, a Biopharmaceutics Classification System class 2 compound. Cebranopadol is poorly soluble: equilibrium solubility was determined to be 0.14, 1.23, 0.05 and \0.04 lg/mL at pH values of 1.2, 4.8, 6.8 and 7.4, respectively (data on file). As noted in Sect. 3.2.2 ( 14 C-radiolabelled trial), the mean dose-normalized AUC for total radioactivity up to 24 h after both intravenous and oral administration were very similar, suggesting complete absorption and thus high permeability of cebranopadol. The slow absorption rate with a late t max is thus considered to result from the low solubility of the compound. Therefore, the PK characteristics of cebranopadol are more consistent with an ER profile, which might have the advantage that dose dumping related to failure of the formulation cannot occur. It also has the development advantage that no further efforts in designing a specific ER cebranopadol formulation have been necessary.
The mean terminal phase half-life of cebranopadol was assessed to be in the range of 62-96 h. However, the results of the multiple-dose trial in cLBP patients showed that the half-life relevant to predict exposure to cebranopadol at steady state was approximately 24 h (operational multiple dosing half-life). The longer terminal phase The titration scheme to reach cebranopadol 600 lg is defined as cebranopadol 100 lg for 6 days, cebranopadol 200 lg for 6 days, cebranopadol 400 lg for 6 days and cebranopadol 600 lg
The reference values for the covariates, defined as the median values for continuous covariates and the most frequent category for categorical covariates, except disease status, were: sex = male, formulation = tablet, CYP2C9 status = unknown, disease status = LBP and OA patients, age (years) = 55, CrCl (mL/ min) = 106.4, body weight (kg) = 82, ALT (units/L) = 19
ALT alanine transferase, AUC s,ss area under the plasma concentration-time curve for one 24 h dosing interval at steady state, C max,ss maximum plasma concentration at steady state, CrCl creatinine clearance, CYP cytochrome P450, DPN diabetic polyneuropathy, LBP low back pain, OA osteoarthritis half-life is of relevance to determine the washout period after cessation of dosing. In the same multiple-dose trial in cLBP patients, dose proportionality of exposure to cebranopadol (C max , C min and AUC s ) at steady state was also demonstrated over the dosing range of 200-1600 lg.
Knowledge of the appropriate half-life of a drug is thus of clinical relevance to reliably predict exposure in a patient after multiple dosing. Using a dosing interval of 24 h, the increased exposure to cebranopadol following multiple dosing for 14 days compared with a single dose AF was approximately twofold. This is in line with the accumulation anticipated and observed for many IR drugs when the dosing interval is matched to the half-life of the drug: an increase in exposure of approximately twofold will be observed at steady state [7] . For cebranopadol, this twofold increase in exposure is covered by its broad therapeutic window; this is supported by a preclinical tolerability profile that is better than that of opioids. This results in a broader therapeutic window for cebranopadol than, for example, morphine [6] . The envisaged therapeutic dose range for cebranopadol is 200-600 lg/day, to be reached after an uptitration period.
In the population PK model, absorption and elimination were best described by linear processes confirming the overall linear behaviour of the PKs of cebranopadol across disease indications and healthy populations. Again, this is of relevance to the clinician in practice, enabling prediction of the exposure of cebranopadol in the multiple-dose regimen for the anticipated therapeutic dose range.
The exploration into the effect of food on the PKs of cebranopadol showed that mean C max and mean AUC t were approximately 30% higher following food intake, which is not considered clinically relevant. These data are supported by the results of the population PK model where food intake was tested as a covariate on the absorption rate constant and was not found to be statistically significant. However, this result should be considered with caution since 77.6% of subjects in this analysis received unrestricted meals.
A preliminary exploration into the effect of sex did not indicate a relevant influence on the main exposure parameters of cebranopadol. This was supported by the population PK model, which included 617 men and 676 women. Although sex was found to be significantly correlated with the apparent CL of cebranopadol, the modelbased simulations supported the conclusion that the impact of sex on exposure is not clinically relevant.
Preliminary investigations in the first-in-man trial of the effect of food and sex on the PKs of cebranopadol were limited by low subject numbers. Also, in this trial, it was shown that the blood sampling period (up to 72 h postdose) was insufficient to accurately capture the terminal phase of cebranopadol. As a result, the terminal half-life was initially underestimated. This was subsequently corrected in the relative bioavailability trials with extended sampling up to 336 h allowing for the terminal half-life to be correctly defined. Nonetheless, the preliminary findings relating to the effects of food and sex were corroborated by the population PK model that was based on much higher subject numbers. Overall, therefore, both clinical PK data and model-based analyses support the recommendation that cebranopadol may be administered to patients without regard to food, and that sex has no relevant impact on exposure to cebranopadol.
Simulations on other potentially relevant covariates indicated that disease status and CrCl accounted for the largest effects, but that these effects individually would not exceed an overall 35% change in cebranopadol exposure in the investigated dose range. The impact of these covariates is not considered clinically relevant given the betweensubject variability, and dose adjustment is therefore not deemed necessary.
The clinical PK properties of cebranopadol characterized in this trial are based on six different clinical trials conducted for very specific different reasons, and an overall population PK analysis (including 14 clinical trials). Although, for example, different study populations, different cebranopadol doses and dose regimens, and different PK sampling schemes were used in each trial, this extensive dataset enabled the full characterization of the salient clinical PK properties of cebranopadol.
Conclusion
Cebranopadol has predictable PKs, and exposure to cebranopadol is comparable in healthy subjects and patients. Although formulated as an IR product, the PK profile of cebranopadol with the late T max , long HVD, and low fluctuation enables a once-daily administration regimen to be used in clinical practice. Cebranopadol can be administered without regard to food, and the intrinsic factor sex does not have a clinically relevant influence on cebranopadol exposure and derived PK parameters.
Overall, from a PK point of view, cebranopadol seems to offer an attractive treatment option for patients with chronic pain.
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